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Restore Ensuite
Enhancing comfort, safety and dignity
for users and carers while enabling
independence through intelligent design.
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Restore Toilet
Flush Valve

Restore Shower
Control Panel

Shower Rose &
Removable Shower Head

Code: RH413S

Code: RHMIXBT

Code: CNHNDSHHS-D
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Custodian® Shower Rose
Safe and secure design providing a comfortable
showering experience. Unique design allows for
easy room adaptation to accommodate carer’s
hand showers with no additional diverter.

Wellbeing 800 Floor
Mounted Back-to-Wall
Toilet Pan

Kolo Nova Pro Mental
Health Kit

Restore Basin
Control Panel

Code: KNP311510-100MHKIT

Code: RHBSNMIXBT

Code: WELLBEING800BTW
enware.com.au
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Stagnation Management,
Self Draining and
Programmable Flushing
The Restore Intelligent Control Hub is the
ideal system for stagnation management
as regular pipework flushing can be
enabled for every fixture.

Showerhead

The Restore Smartboard can be installed above
the outlets creating a self draining system further
reducing bacterial growth risks in water systems.

SmartFlow® Water Management
Parameters are preset set within the eTMV Control Hub
or are adjustable when connected to a Smart Flow System.

Stagnation Management
Maximum protection from bacteria and legionella growth
requires daily self flushing where usage patterns may
indicate risk of bacterial growth.
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To Shower

To Basin

To Toilet

Smartboard
Controlled by the Restore Smartboard - eTMV, Smart Hub and Solenoids are all housed
securely in a lockable, tamper-resistant cabinet installed outside the room for safe and
easy access.
Ability to set and manage maximum delivery temperature to suite individual patient
requirements (such as where psychotropic drugs or medications may have been used).

Code: WMS-RH-SB001R
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Toilet
Flushing
The secure electronic touch
activation panel for full and half
flush directly covers the flushing
solenoid mounted behind.

Snake Eye
Securing Screws
Security Screws (snake eye) resist
tampering or removal without a tool,
while allowing simple front-end install
and maintenance access.

Intuitive
Adjustment
The low resistance temperature handle provides
tactile and precise temperature adjustment while
the ‘touch on’ fast start pre-set temperature
delivery is ideal for those with limited dexterity
or physical disabilities.
Temperature feedback is provided by the backlit
temperature handle, changing from blue through
yellow to red as the temperature increases.
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Secure Clinical
Hand Wash
Enhancing safe hand hygiene in
mental health environments.

Aquablend® eSQX - Point of
Use Sensor Operated TMV

Kolo Nova Pro
Mental Health Kit

Sensor Op Tepid
Water Basin Outlet

Codes: ATM621
ATWM-CNBSN

Code: KNP311510-100MHKIT

Code: DET5071A-660B
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